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Abstract
It is well known that the attitude of GNSS satellites during eclipse seasons suffers from inexact or deficient modeling. The consequences of these errors are limited but there is some impact on the measurement residuals and this partly affects the orbit quality
of eclipsing satellites. In addition, it is important to have consistent models between the different Analysis Centers (ACs) in order to construct reliable combined solutions, specifically for the clocks. The IGS ACs have generally adopted specific and as realistic
as possible attitude modeling to lower the effects of these errors (e.g., Kouba’s attitude laws, Dilssner’s estimated yaw rate from measurements,…). Still, we observe today noticeable differences in the clock estimates provided by the ACs during eclipses. The
situation is complicated by the combination with new constellations (MGEX) and the increasing number of different attitude laws for all these GNSS. At the IGS Multi-GNSS Working Group Splinter Meeting of the EGU this year, it was decided to propose a
format to exchange the attitude quaternions used to build the other delivered products (orbits/clocks). This work presents the proposed exchange format as well as a comparison of attitude laws used by different ACs. This format allows disseminating,
together with the classical orbit and clock products, the attitude used to generate the products instead of leaving this assumption to users for PPP and other applications. Importantly, this format would allow comparison and future improvement of GNSS
attitude modeling for all ACs and IGS users.

Evidence for discrepancies in attitude modeling in MGEX clock solutions for low β angle.
Clock differences for selected MGEX solutions
(raw, and Δradial/c correction ()

Outside eclipse seasons, the well-defined nominal attitude is used by all ACs and
software(1). But during eclipse seasons, i.e. for small beta angles (i.e. the sun elevation
angle above the orbital plane), the true attitude is not well known and different strategies
and models are used(2)(3). In practice, nearly all ACs have different and more or less
incorrect attitude laws and the situation is complicated by the increasing number of
existing attitude laws with the increasing number of constellations (MGEX) and the multiple
generations of satellites (IIR/IIF, IOV/FOC,…).
The attitude of GNSS satellites have a geometrical effect on the CoM-PCO vector and on
the computation of phase wind-up corrections, and these errors map into the clock
estimates. Differences in modeling induce visible differences on the estimated clocks.
Several examples for three constellations are presented here.

Dh minus radial correction
Radial correction
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Figure 1: Glonass (doy 348/2016, β = -0.9 deg.)
=> differences up to 0.8 nanoseconds

Figure 2: GPS (PRN30 IIF doy 360/2016, β = -1 deg)
=> differences up to 0.2 nanoseconds

β<0

β>0
Method:

We observe differences of a few tenths of a nanosecond at the time of night and/or noon
turns for the three constellations (Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 4).
Currently, the GRM solution uses the nominal attitude for Galileo satellites even during
eclipses. Signatures of ~0.1 nanoseconds associated with eclipse periods are clearly
visible in clock estimates (Figure 3). The models used seem to be the same for the GRM &
WUM solutions. On Figure 4, we see that COM and TUM use the same laws as GRM and
WUM for night turns but different ones for noon turns (right top). These plots also prove
that none of the tested ACs have the correct modeling either for noon or midnight turns.
Steps of 0.33 nanoseconds in clocks like the one observed on COM-GRM and TUM-GRM
differences (Figure 4) represent 1 cycle in orientation (1 narrowlane wavelength). This step
is not seen on clock estimates; such errors do not allow correct integer ambiguity fixing at
the undifferenced level.

β angle

Orbit and clock solutions are taken from sp3 files of MGEX contributions available on IGS
Data Centers. For each comparison, we compute raw clock differences between two
analysis center solutions (green) and we correct then with the radial orbit differences
delays Δh=Δr/c (red). As a example, we have selected three satellites with a small beta
angle, although similar differences can be observed for most eclipsing satellites.

Figure 3: direct observations of eclipse signatures in GRM clocks
(same period and satellite as in Figure 2)

Figure 4: Galileo E30 FOC-6 (doy 020/2017, β= -1 deg)
=> differences up to 0.4 nanoseconds
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Is common modeling for GNSS attitude possible?
A wrong attitude model could do partly the job if we have coherent clocks, orbits and attitude but for other reasons (force models, code-phase
biases, clocks studies ) it is preferable to use as realistic models as possible.
A common yaw/attitude modeling for all satellites/ACs (including eclipse seasons) seems impossible for the following reasons:
• Some ACs have specific attitude yaw modeling linked to their processing strategy.
• Even if ACs agree “on paper,” new models are implemented at various times in the software.
• In case of changes in attitude law models and/or for new satellites with new attitude laws, the new models should be adopted
simultaneously by all ACs (like for the ITRF14/igs14.atx switch for reference frame). Not easy to handle in practice…
• Even if all IGS ACs have the same attitude laws and checked their respective software, the same models should also be implemented on
the user side (implying many more different software to be checked/modified).

To quantify the impact of deficient attitude modeling, we performed various 30s-PPP
solutions using the GRM products but with different attitude modeling. We compared
these solutions to the solution using consistent attitude modeling with the GRM
products. As seen on Fig. 5, errors can reach several centimeters in the three directions
(North/East/Up).

Today, it is not the case and the users have a large probability to not use the same attitude modelling as the one used to compute the clocks.
For IGS-like mixed products it is worse since nobody can even define the attitude law to be used.

Orbex proposal

Figure 5: NRCan 30s-PPP solution using station ALGO on 13/01/2017. The reference
solution is using the GRM products with consistent attitude (bottom). The top panel shows
position differences when using an internal attitude modeling, while the middle panel
shows position differences when ignoring eclipsing satellites.

Disseminating GNSS attitude
To make progress in this area we re-activate the possibility to exchange attitude data within IGS. A proposal
using ORBEX has been written and distributed (see left). In case of agreement between ACs, we could start
sharing the attitude used to derive the products.
As illustrated in this presentation, this could help improving the models for eclipsing satellites and the clock
comparison/combination; this will also help users to obtain full consistency with IGS products.

